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Chapter 1 : Guardians of the Night â€“ I guardiani della notte streaming ita HD
Contemporary Moscow. When eighteen-year-old Pasha rescues a beautiful young woman from a band of strangely
powerful attackers, he discovers an underworld of supernatural beings living among us.

The guard that showed him in was just barely containing his laughter. If nopony believed him, then nopony
believed him. He came to help her. The barracks before him were separated into two large rooms. The room
he was standing in was filled with bunk beds. He turned toward the door leading to the second room. Oh, the
bat ponies sleep in there. Not many other ponies complete the training. He liked sleeping higher up. He was
closer to the moon then. Now all alone, Pipsqueak slowly paced back and forth trying to think of what to do in
order to pass the time. It was late afternoon. He had hours left in the day. If this were one of his dreamsâ€¦ he
would be riding the high seas with Luna, or flying through a canyon of gems, avoiding the quarray eels that
would jut out to grab them. It would be one amazing adventure after the nextâ€¦ The door to the barracks
suddenly opened and Pipsqueak turned to see who was entering. Snips waddled over and smiled to Pipsqueak.
Now the drill sergeant will forget all about how terrible mine is. He nervously glanced around before leaning
in closer to Pipsqueak. Snailsquirm is kinda weird. You could do it too. He was much taller than most of the
ponies around him. Pipsqueak was an ironic name for a stallion like him. Maybe Snails was right. You should
do it! Take this time to reinvent yourself! He should reinvent himself. From now, he would be known as Pip!
She came to me in one of my dreams too. Luna had explained it all in great detail. I was helping her. She
would come and visit me and we would have adventures so that she had something fun to look forward to
every night. So that she knew she was appreciated. She said it was a way of relaxation. When he glanced
around he noticed that, despite having thirty or more bunk beds in the room, Snips and Snails had picked the
top and bottom respectively of the same bunk. Everypony else had picked a bed several beds away from each
other. As Pip walked to the back of the room he turned and saw Marble Pie carefully unfolding and then
re-folding the blankets on her bed. Marble Pie sighed and continued to fold and re-fold the blankets while she
spoke. Did Luna visit you in your dreams as well? Princess Luna never visited me in my dreams. It has
nothing to do with the princess, actually. Earth ponies are so cool sometimes! Rumble flew up near the roof,
barely containing his enthusiasm for the conversation. My brother, Thunderlaneâ€¦ he would always rub his
speed in my face! I had to train forever to just catch up and he teased me every step of the way! You might not
have the fortitude to make it. Even the captain of the Night Guard is a bat pony. She tucked the blanket around
her, avoiding as many wrinkles as possible. He would wait until the nightfall before sleeping and then he
would be ready to start his training in the morning. Pip jolted out of his bed, startled. Where was all that noise
coming from!? It felt like he had only been asleep for a couple of minutes. Pip glanced outside and saw the
moon rising. He had only been sleeping for a few minutes! Time to start your training! She was the only pony
among the new recruits that had gotten any sleep at all. She straightened her long dark gray mane before
folding and re-folding the blankets on her bed. Pip shook off his fatigue, quickly made his bed, and ran to the
door. The drill instructor, Thunder Clash, was already there. He was a dark orange pegasus with a short gold
mane and tail. Almost every inch of his body had some sort of scar or marring. His booming voice was enough
evidence for Pip to make that assumption. Rumble and Scootlaoo were the first to join Pip. Snips and Snails
lagged behind as they were having difficulties just waking up. When they finally got their act together they got
in line. Although Marble had been the first to wake, she was the last in lineâ€¦ but at least her bed looked
amazing. Thunder Clash face-hoofed in sheer disbelief. Tonight is benchmark night! Now get out there! Four
obstacle courses had been set up and arranged side by side. Thunder Clash flew over to the starting line and
motioned them all to follow. When they made it to the starting line, Pip immediately noticed that there were
bat ponies already waiting there. He glanced over at them and nodded. Not a single one acknowledged him.
Pip continued to stare. They all had black, leathery bat wings, tufts of fur on their ears, and slit-pupil eyes. Pip
had seen bat ponies only occasionally in his life, and even then, it was mostly on Nightmare Night. Pip
immediately stood tall and held himself with confidence. He could complete an obstacle course. He was ready
for this. Suddenly, a bat pony, clad in black and purple armor, landed before them. The bat pony was tall and
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regal, holding himself with purpose. His coat was dark gray, his mane black, and his slit-pupil eyes a bright
gold. He spread his black leathery wings and then slowly folded them to his side. If, through some fluke, you
are chosen for the Night Guard, Phantom Shade will be your commanding officer. Do you maggots
understand? Phantom Shade slowly gazed over the group with his haunting golden eyes. He stared at them as
though seeing right through to their core. Everypony remained quiet as he slowly walked over to the line of
ponies and began making his way through them. Phantom Shade stopped at Marble and narrowed his eyes. He
leaned in close and deeply inhaled. His voice reminded Pip of his childhood nightmares. Marble shuddered at
the sight of his fanged teeth so close. I think your standards are slipping. Tonight you need to run through an
obstacle course! The obstacle courses behind me are broken up depending on your breed. Pegasus ponies to
the first obstacle course, earth ponies to the next, unicorn ponies to the third and bat ponies to the forth.
Normally, you need to be able to run this obstacle course in two minutes flat. However, tonight you will have
no time limit. All you have to do is simply make it to the end.
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Chapter 2 : The Guardians of the Night
Man of the dark - the guardian of the night Man of the dark - the guardian of the night I don't like people working all day
Only working just to see next tomorrow.

They were sky-scholars in Sanctaphrax who were divided from the earth-scholars when the Schism happened
and the Mother Storm came. In time, they used genocide against the Librarians, and drove the survivors into
the sewers of Undertown. Contents [ show ] In Sanctaphrax The scholars of Sanctaphrax studied Upper,
Lower and Middle Sky, and the others studied earth, but were considered like animals. The Sky-scholars
believed themselves to be grander and superior because they studied Sky and avoided poisons and all the toil.
They became so arrogant that they would have nothing to do with the Earth scholars, whom they argued with.
When the Mother Storm came and Sanctaphrax was cut off by Cowlquape to save the Edge and flew off into
Open Sky, Twig urged the Sky scholars and Earth scholars to set aside their quarrels and unite to build a new
city, because another flight rock was growing. Twig then flew off on his ship with his crew to get his old crew
back, leaving Cowlquape in charge of Sanctaphrax. He took Cowlquape and imprisoned him, taking off his
chain of office, and everyone thought Cowlquape was dead. Vox, however, was himself betrayed, because at
the time, Orbix Xaxis , a Sky scholar, was ambitious, and wanted to become ruler of the Edge. Then, the
Guardians of Night came down from the Deepwoods, being goblins, and added more to the growing horde.
The Guardians of Night were originally Sky-scholars, and were composed of all races of the Edge. Orbix got
greedy and kicked Vox and the Earth-scholars out of the Tower of Night and claimed it for himself and the
Guardians of Night. It would become a place of fear for the Edge. The Guardians took Librarians there and
imprisoned them, tortured and interrogated them, then fed them to Rock Demons in the pits below. Finally, the
Schism struck. Orbix marshalled his Guardians, who attacked every Librarian headquarters in Undertown,
leaving the streets stained with Librarian blood, and they butchered and killed every Librarian apart from a
few hundred who ran to the sewers. This event was named " the Night of the Gloamglozers. In their spare
time, they liked torturing and killing Librarians because they believed they "polluted" the Sky with their sky
ships. But Xanth actually befriended the apprentices, including Rook. But, along with his betrayal, he handed
them over to goblins, who tried to poison them, but failed. Xanth ran back to Undertown and the Tower of
Night in shame. Orbix captured Magda, having her interrogated by Xanth. The Guardians were waiting for the
impending Storm, and believed that when it hit, their lightning conductor would cure the rock, enabling it to
fly, and making them the rulers of the Edge. But Xanth decided to free Magda and the Guardians captured him
for his treachery, as being a Guardian meant a life time service. Orbix had Xanth and Magda put in a cage to
be fed to Rock Demons and they ran into the sewers and managed to lose the Demons. But when the Storm
came, Orbix got excited. Orbix killed Leddix by throwing him off the Tower peak when he heard the deadbolt
was gone. Orbix wanted the Storm to hit, so he sacrificed himself to become a conduit. The explosion killed
every single Guardian in the Tower and melted the building to nothing. Trivia A hooded Guardian of the
Night. The hooded robes costume of the Guardians of Night, along with their xenophobic genocide, is akin
and may have been inspired by the real-life hate group Ku Klux Klan.
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Chapter 3 : The Night Of review: a frightened young man on the road to hell | Television & radio | The Guar
Guardians Of The Night Author - Unknown. Trust in me my friend for I am your comrade. I will protect you with my last
breath When all others have left you And the.

Synopsis[ edit ] Series protagonist Nick Fallin is a corporate attorney sentenced to 1, hours of community
service with Legal Services of Pittsburgh as the result of a drug conviction. Cast and characters[ edit ] Main
cast[ edit ] Simon Baker as Nicholas "Nick" Fallin, a lawyer sentenced to community service for drug-related
crimes. The central protagonist, he is a driven individual whose work and relationships are the focus for the
series. Another central protagonist, they do not have a close relationship. He fosters Shannon Gressler. Alvin
dates Laurie Solt, a social worker, and is arrested with a prostitute. He has a gang and drug background. He is
shot and killed in the second-season finale. Amanda Michalka as Shannon Gressler, a troubled child. Erica
Leerhsen as Amanda Bowles, an ambitious but caring associate. She leaves midway through the first season.
Kathleen Chalfant as Laurie Solt, a hardworking social worker who provides guidance for Nick. Notable guest
stars[ edit ] Farrah Fawcett as Mary Gressler, a troubled grandmother and love interest of Burton Fallin.
Appeared in four episodes in Season 2. Lolita Davidovich as Victoria Little, a social welfare advocate and
love interest of Alvin Masterson. Appeared in two episodes. Zac Efron appears in Episode 15 of Season 3.
Bethany Joy Galeotti as Claire Stasiak. Appeared in two episodes: This was her first ever acting role.
Production[ edit ] The show was set in Pittsburgh , and was filmed in the city from time to time.
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Chapter 4 : Guardians of the Night | Guildopedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
GUARDIANS OF THE NIGHT Trailer () Nochnye strazhi Ð•ÐžÐ§Ð•Ð«Ð• Ð¡Ð¢Ð Ð•Ð–Ð˜ New Trailer Buzz. The
Guardians (6/15) - Movie CLIP - All Fight Scene () HD - Duration:

I will protect you with my last breath. When all others have left you and the loneliness of night closes in, I will
be at your side. Together we will conquer all obstacles, and search out those who wish to do harm to others.
All I ask of you is compassion, and the caring touch of your hands. It is for you that I will unselfishly give my
life and spend my nights unrested. Although our days together may be marked by the passing of the seasons
Know that each day by your side is my reward. My days are measured by the coming and going of your
footsteps. I anticipate them at every opening of the door. You are the voice of caring when I am ill, The voice
of authority when I have done wrong. Do not chastise me unduly, for I am your right arm, the sword at your
side. I attempt to do only what you bid of me. I seek only to please you and remain in your favor. Together
you and I shall experience a bond only others like us will understand. When outsiders see us together, their
envy will be measured by their disdain. I will quietly listen to you and pass no judgment, nor will your spoken
words be repeated. I will remain ever silent, ever vigilant, ever loyal. And when our time together is done and
you move on in the world, Remember me with kind thoughts and tales. For a time we were unbeatable,
Nothing passed among us undetected. If we should meet again on another street I will gladly take up your
fight, I am a Military Working Dog. We are the guardians of the night.
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Chapter 5 : The Guardian (TV series) - Wikipedia
The Night Watch by Rembrandt, one of the world's most spectacular paintings, is to be restored under the world's gaze
at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, its general director has told the Guardian.

Share via Email Doe-eyed murder suspect Sky TV Nasir Khan is a good boy: The night starts badly,
relatively. Then they go back to her beautiful brownstone for tequila shots, cocaine, the knife game a bit like
Russian roulette only with knife and hand on table instead of gun against temple. Naz remains free for a while,
but is then picked up for a traffic offence another wrong turn, at a junction, in his life â€” understandable in
the circumstances. Lovely, doe-eyed Naz is now chief, and only, suspect in the murder of Andrea Cornish she
only gets a name posthumously. Or the knife in his pocket. The Night Of has moved on from procedural crime
drama to something more about the randomness of justice, with a lot of the brilliant first series of the Serial
podcast about it the fact that Naz is from a Pakistani-American family adds to this. A very excellent thing.
With a hypnotic performance from Riz Ahmed as a young man whose world is closing in on him, doors
slamming with metallic clunks. Hmmm, objection slightly sustained, though there are also African Americans
who are neither racists nor stoners, like the excellent traffic cop also, undeniably, a woman, though, also
undeniably, a relatively minor character. The Night Of looks stunning. Is there maybe a little nod to Scorsese
in this opener, nighttime Manhattan lights at taxi cruising speed, windscreen reflection, rear-view glances,
Ahmed a 21st-century De Niro? But it adds to the feeling of dazzled confusion when a frightened young man
is suddenly caught in the headlights on the road to hell. Is Naz innocent, though? We know stabbed her once,
even if she was egging him on, in knifey-foreplay. And he was on a cocktail of unfamiliar class As. Could he
have done it in a crazy drugged-up frenzy, and then forgotten about it? Or not forgotten about it One thing I do
know:
Chapter 6 : Guardian of the Night | calendrierdelascience.com
Lyrics to "Guardian Of The Night" song by Accept: In the night of the day I was born Quite sure I wouldn't see no
tomorrow All the days I was wasting.

Chapter 7 : Guardians of Night | Villains Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Guardians of the Night protect humans--sacrificing the superior physical and psychic strength they would gain by
feeding on humans. But, in this paranormal.

Chapter 8 : Guardian of the Night Cape - Roblox
I promise to be worth every cent of the $10, it took to train me. I promise to track down criminals who threaten and harm
our community. I promise to stand with you against the violence that penetrates our society.

Chapter 9 : Guardians of the Night 5K Reviews - Race Information
It - the night of The Night Of (Sky Atlantic) - will be a big one, the biggest of Naz's life. The night starts badly, relatively.
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